
Email us and we’ll look you up on Facebook!
pamphlette@lists.reed.edu

Check out our old issues and we’ll stop crying!
pamphlette.wordpress.com

What’s your favorite part about Renn Fayre?
ALEX SCHMIDT: Calling the cops. 
ANDREW MICHAAN: Fucking the cops. 
NICK CHANDLER-KLEIN:  Popping the balloon room balloons. 
ADRIAN CHEN: It wouldn’t be fair to pick just one. 
GLENN HARRISON: N/A (I am hanging out with my parents at home!) 

HOW I’LL GET THROUGH RF2K8
The world is going to end in four days. I’m prepared for the worst. I’ve marked my 

calendar, I’ve stockpiled provisions; all that’s left now is to sit and wait for the big event. 
Even as I write this, I can look out my window and see all the happy, oblivious people 
sunbathing on the lawn like writhing maggots on a rotting log. They don’t know what’s 
coming. I feel sorry for them.

I’ve seen the pictures. I’ve heard the stories. I’ve watched the videos like a thousand times. 
And I’m frightened. First, there’s this parade, right? More like a funeral procession. The 
students congregate outside the library—emaciated vultures circling the bloated carcass of  
knowledge. They burn papers. Papers with words on them. You can watch the smoke rise high 
in the air, and if  you look closely enough, you can see the chemical agents expanding ever 
outward like a million tiny ghosts, bent on infiltrating your lungs, your blood, your mind.

Soon after, they start to kiss, allowing those who have been infected to spread the contagion. 
Soon, everyone is lurching around mindlessly, moaning and convulsing, giving in to their 
base urges. It’s revolting. Soon, they lose all sense of  inhibition and begin to march through 
the library. And, as you might expect from such depraved zombies, they yell. And they laugh. 
And they cheer. In the library. I’m nauseated just thinking about it.

Once they are done secreting their viscous fluids into all the books, the brainwashed 
revelers regurgitate from the side of  the newly-profaned repository, like a swarm of  
cockroaches once they have picked clean a stillborn infant’s corpse. At the sight of  their 
overlords, the undulating masses emit an unearthly call that echoes across the campus, 
letting all those who still remain untainted to know that time runs short. The defilers 
of  knowledge then proceed through the verminous throng, using the unspeakably vile 
powers in their circlets of  gold to select from among their minions those that are the most 
preferable to mate with.

And then, the orgy begins.
Needless to say, I’ve tried warning people. I’ve told them of  the naked blue aliens that 

terrorize the infected, preying on the slow and the weak. I’ve told them about the soldiers 
they employ to police the borders of  campus, tasked with quarantining the area. I’ve told 
them how they distribute contaminated bagels to those who are close to recovery, making them 
rise once more to participate in the senseless debauchery.

I hear it takes 3 days of  this mayhem before the plague runs its course. That’s 72 hours 
I will have to sit, awake, behind my locked door with a shotgun on my knees. That’s 4,320 
minutes I will have to keep my oxygen generator churning chemical-free air into my gas 
mask. That’s 259,200 seconds I will have to survive. And if  I do live through this coming 
apocalypse, I will have to begin my arduous search for the other survivors and begin the 
task of  repopulating the planet.

HAVE A SOBER RENN FAYRE!
So many people think that Renn Fayre is about getting trashed and “smoking up” or 
“stoning out,” but there’s plenty of  fun to be had without any sort of  intoxicant! Please 
keep this easy list with you.
•    Listen to music! This can be fun and you don’t need to take any drugs for it! Get high 
on funk!
•    Run around in a circle. Not only can you see a lot of  Renn Fayre this way (three hundred 
and sixty degrees of  fun!), but it’s good exercise!
•    Write a letter to your grandmother!  She loves you, and would enjoy hearing about the fun 
you’re having sober at Renn Fayre.  Bonus: Learn about the workings of  the postal system!
•    Go to Glo Opera!  Nothing’s better than Glo Opera without drugs.
•    Lie in the sun.  The sun is warm and feels good on your skin.  It washes away all your 
troubles.  Slowly you will need more and more sun just to feel normal.  By the end of  the 
party you’ll be sitting up on the roof  of  ODB just soaking up the rays!
•    Buy an ugly shirt!
•    Start studying for finals!  They’re only two weeks away, and it’s never too early to get a 
jump on things.
•    Steal other people’s drugs and flush them down the toilet!  You’re only saving them from 
themselves!
•    Go to sleep!
•    Brownies! (not that kind)

IF THEY WERE COLORBLIND
OPTOMETRIST

OPTOMETRIST: What colors are the four squares?
PATIENT: From left to 
right?
OPTOMETRIST: Whatever feels 
natural.
PATIENT: Red, yellow, 
green, blue.
OPTOMETRIST: Sorry, it was 
a trick question: They’re 
all grey. What about this. 
Do you see a number inside 
this circle?
PATIENT: I see the number 
eight.
OPTOMETRIST: That was 
also a trick question. 
There’s nothing in the 
circle. I diagnose you as 
colorblind.

POLICEMAN

POLICEMAN: Do you know why I pulled you over?
MOTORIST: Yes, I just ran a red light.
POLICEMAN: Actually that light was grey.
MOTORIST: I’m pretty sure it was red. I remember thinking, “I really shouldn’t 
be running this red light.”
POLICEMAN: It was grey.
MOTORIST: Well, why did you pull me over then?
POLICEMAN: I don’t know how things work where you’re from, but up here it’s 
against the law to have grey brake lights.
MOTORIST: But my brake lights are red.
POLICEMAN: Son, I’ve worked this beat 23 years. I’ve come across a helluva a 
lot of grey brake lights in my time. But these are by far the greyest brake 
lights I’ve ever seen. Grey as an apple.
MOTORIST: But apples are red.
POLICEMAN: Watch it, guy. That sounds like the kind of crazy jazz somebody 
wacked-out on meth might say. [Speaking into his radio] Code grey here, I’ve 
got a grey sedan here with out-of-state plates. Possibly intoxicate—
MOTORIST: My car is red.
POLICEMAN: [Tasers motorist]

                        ANNE SULLIVAN

ANNE SULLIVAN: It has taken thirteen months of great effort, but I have finally 
taught your daughter how to communicate.
MRS. KELLER: Heavens be praised!
ANNE SULLIVAN: Come now, Helen. Show them your new 
words.
HELEN KELLER: [writes on a piece of paper]
MR. KELLER: This says “grey doll.”
ANNE SULLIVAN: Incredible, isn’t it? For sixteen 
hours each day I traced those words into Helen’s palm 
with water. How we struggled! She threw her feces at 
me once, you know. I suppose the true breakthrough 
came when—
MRS. KELLER: Her doll is red.
MR. KELLER: We paid thirty-five hundred dollars for 
this?
ANNE SULLIVAN: But she can sp—
      MRS. KELLER: [tasers Anne 
Sullivan] 

               HELEN KELLER: grey doll?
      MR. KELLER: Shut up.

MAKE THE MOST OF RENN FAYRE
Renn Fayre costs approximately $200,000 to run. Here are some tips to make sure that you get your cut of  
the deal, and then some.
•   Go to the CSO refreshment stand for at least ten hours a day. If  you eat two packages of  
Oreos every hour, you’ll cost the school at least $200!
•   Find every single event and then go to it. Multiply those events by $10. 
•   Use the photo booth at least 100 times, but only take photographs of  yourself  because you 
don’t want to split the profits. 
•   If  you can induce a bad trip, spend several hours in White Bird with at least one attendant 
at your side at all times.
•   Fill your backpack with hookahs, and then sell them on street corners.
•   Wear a crazy shawl and get noticed by Ford Modeling Company, who will be scouting for 
new faces at Thesis Parade. 
•   Wrap a giant tarp around the entire campus and give it away to Goodwill for an awesome 
tax deduction. 

FDR FANFICTION FANFICTION
“I have an idea!” said a guy, a guy who would later go on to write FDR Fanfiction.
“What?  What could it possibly be?” said another guy, another guy who would later 

go on to assist in writing FDR Fanfiction.
“I will finally prove to the world that I not only passed sixth grade English, but also 

sixth grade History!”
“You’ll never get away with it,” said another guy.
“I will write a shitty story,” said the guy, “and it will be SO WACKY.”
Another guy jumped out a window and did something an action hero would do but 

that this character would not actually do given the historical facts we know about him.
“And the characters will be named after historical figures!”
Another guy, who was actually Hitler, lay defeated on the ground “Now I will atomic 

bomb you like I wanted to bomb everybody... in World War II!”
And then they all jacked off  into a cup and stared at it.
The end.

1. Start at the Olde Paradox.  It’s the cool place with the cool people.
2. Take as many steps forward as there were cool people in The Paradox. You are now 
standing in The Paradox.
3. Look in front of  your face. There will be a girl in a brown shirt.
4. Walk in three circles around that girl, being careful not to laugh. NOTE: If  you laugh, 
you have forfeited the game. 
5. Find the mound of  trash and then climb it. Make it onto at least two Facebook albums 
in the process. Once you have done this, friend the person who tagged you.
6. Scratch the earth at their feet for as long as you can. 
Congratulations! You have uncovered your prize: a chance to win a $20 Amazon gift-card in the 
Psychology lottery! 

THIS WEEK IN TREASURE HUNT:
FIND THE RENN FAYRE TREASURE

RENNNNNNNNNNN FAYYYYYRRRRRRREE!!!!

SHAMELESS PLUG!
FREE HAT STAND!

OVER 300 FREE NOVELTY HATS!
  SATURDAY / 2:00 PM / QUAD

DONATE MONEY AND WE WILL BURN IT FOR FREE!

NOTE: This is for real.


